State University of Bangladesh
Department of Law
Date: 09 September, 2021

NOTICE
Online Final Exam of Summer-2021
All the faculty members, students and other concerns are hereby notified that the FINAL
EXAMINATION of Summer Semester 2021 of both the programs (LL.B. Hon’s and LL.M.)
will commence from 20th September, 2021 and Examinations routine are already published.
In order to conduct the examination properly and successfully, attention of all concerns is
drawn to the following matters:
1. Examinations will be taken on line and through BdREN and students must appear in
the examination in formal dress with wearing ID Card keeping their camera on.
2. Examination will be in written form as per the routine published and question paper
of each examination will be visible to the students just before examination time
through BdREN/Messenger.
3. The form of questions will be descriptive and problematic in nature in suitable cases;
4. Out of given options in the question papers, 4 (four) questions are to be answered. But
the concerned course teacher may change the options and direction in suitable cases;
5. Duration of examination of each course will be 2 (two) hours.
6. An additional 15 (fifteen) minutes time will be allowed for scanning and sending the
answer scripts. Given time frame should be followed strictly.
7. Answer must be hand written on A4 size paper bearing consecutive page number;
8. After completion of the answering, a scanned copy of the answer script must be sent
in one pdf file within the given time to the concerned course teacher through email/
WhatsApp etc. which concerned teacher prefers;
9. Answer made by direct copying or by plagiarism shall definitely carry no mark
and for any doubtful script the concerned student shall have to face an extensive
viva to justify his/her answer script;
10. Students must pay all their dues before sitting for their examination through Bank,
Bkash or directly. Otherwise, they will not be allowed to sit for any examination
and their answer scripts shall not be evaluated.
11. Students may pay installment/dues directly or through Bank or Bkash. SUB’s Bkash
Account No. is 01766663300.
12. The Head page of the answer script shall bear:
(i) Student’s ID;
(ii) Indication of payment of dues (Paid or Not Paid);
(iii) Course Title with Course Code; and
(iv) Answer Script must bear consecutive page number.
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